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ASIA PACIFIC ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION 

REPORT TO SENIOR OFFICIALS 

FIFTH ENERGY PROJECT GROOP ~ETING 
--- L-/ 

31 AOGOST-1 SEPTEMBER 1992 

'INTRODUCTION 

The fifth meeting of the APEe Energy project Group was held in 

Seoul, Korea on 31 August and 1 September 1992. The summary 

record of the meeting is attached. Major issues discussed are 

reported below. 

GENERAL 

Delegates reported on energy developments since the last 

meeting of the Group and responded to questions from the 

floor. These exchanges enhance the understanding of energy 

issues in member economies. 

WORK THEMES 

Issues related to activity under each of the four themes were 

discussed and further action agreed. 

Under the "Supply and Demand" theme a trial run of the data 

base will take place in November 1992 and statistics will be 

produced relating to: primary energy supply, final energy 

consumption, energy by source, electricity, energy balances 

and stock changes. Socioeconomic data relevant to each member 

economy is also being assembled for consideration of the next 

Expert Group meeting in March 1993. 

A draft report from the Expert Group on clean coal technology 

......... __ ..........• \lndert:~~I~~r.g:r:~ and_the Env i:r:Sr:)U2'~t" . tl1_:m.el'.Cl~,",d.~~2\l~.~.'=-cl: •••••. == •. __ _ 

The draft report, which reflects a study of the role of coal 
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and clean coal teChnology needs and interests of APEC members 

and contains options for further qction, is to be considered 

by the Expert Group in Tokyo on 3-4 September 1992. The 

Expert Group's final report will be circulated to Project 

Group members for consideration out of session. 

Activities under the "Energy Efficiency and Conservation" 

theme are progressing satisfactorily. The first meeting of 

the Expert Group established under this theme is to take place 

in october 1992 to consider detailed action on the work 

program agreed. A compendium of energy efficiency programs in 

member economies will be presented for final review. 

Decisions will be taken on the industrial sectors to be used 

for the initial cqmpendium of best practices in efficiency. 

The Korean delegation gave a presentation on the 18th Energy 

Conservation Exhibition to be held in Seoul in November

December 1992, organised "in special co-operation with the 

APEC Energy project Group". 

Members endorsed the initial work program developed by the 

Expert Group under the "Research, Development and Technology 

Transfer" theme. The program embraces the preparation of 

technology co-operation guides and assessments, information 

co-operation and visits, and networking .. Arrangements for a 

New Energy Seminar, to be held in Bali, Indonesia on 17-19 

November 1992, are progressing well. 

SPECIAL TOPICS 

Following a comprehensive demonstration of the APEC Electronic 

Information Network by the delegation from Singapore, it was 

agreed to convey to senior officials the Energy Project's 

support for APECNet in principle and its prospective 

application to the activities of the Group. 

Members reviewed the working arrangements for the Project's 

_ ..... activityand.confirmed. them as· appropriate.·· However,-·t.he' ...... __ ........ . 
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number of Expert Groups and the frequency of their meetings is 

placing a burden on many member econqmies, inhibiting their 

active participation. Greater attention will be paid to ways 

to reduce the number of meetings. It was agreed that the 

Group should continue to focus on the four themes established. 

It was noted that whilst much of the work to date has been of 

a technical and operational nature, it supports broader policy 

considerations in the future. 

Members agreed that it is desirable that the private sector be 

involved in seminars, workshops and, as appropriate, Expert 

Group meetings. 

It was also agreed that each member economy advise the Group 

Secretariat what it is seeking from participation in the 

Energy Project to facilitate a plan of action to address their 

needs. 

NEXT MEETING 

Details of the next meeting which is to be held in Canada 

during April/May 1993 are to be settled out of session. 

GENERAL ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION 

Members noted that APEC Ministers would be considering a 

proposal at the September meeting in Bangkok to establish a 

Support Mechanism, including a central Secretariat and an APEC 

fund to cover the costs of the Secretariat and the costs of 

supplementing approved APEC projects and activities. The 

establishment of clear guidelines for the utilisation of the 

proposed Operational Account would assist Project Group 

officials to consider activities that would qualify for 

funding. The Energy Project Group recommends that operations 

funds be devoted to approved projects of multilateral benefit 

and not for general meeting purposes. 
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In considerating relations between the Energy project and the 

possible APEC Support Mechanism, members noted that it was 

important to clearly distinguish the roles of any central 

secretariat and the Project Group to prevent duplication. A 

secretariat should have a co-ordinator role aimed at 

preventing or minimising duplication of activity between the 

various Project Groups. 

Members stress the general benefits that can accrue to all 

member economies through co-operation in the strategic themes 

which form the basis of the activity programs of the Energy 

Project Group, and the essentiality of active participation by 

all member economies if these potential benefits are to be 

realised. Members urge APEC Governments to provide sufficient 

resources to enable active participation by their 

representatives in the deliberation of Energy Project Group 

issues and to support the resulting" activities. 


